sovereign, such as the virtually globalist British imperial tyranny which presently dominates the planet as a
whole, or nearly so” (see below for LaRouche’s full
response).

LaRouche Answers
Question On South
American Union
In response to a question on whether a South American
Union could be formed, within a BRICS alliance, to
strengthen their economies, with connections of highspeed trains, Lyndon LaRouche gave the following reply.
Yes, but only under appropriate new conditions
among those respectively sovereign nation-states. That
means that the economies composing the union, for that
purpose must not be subject to an agency outside that
set of respectively sovereign nation-states composing
the origins.
The threat to any such cooperative undertakings
would be subordination to powers and agencies outside
the set of relevant, associated, respectively sovereign
nation-state republics composing the agreement among
what are essentially the participants in a 1648 Westphalian principle agreement. Heretofore, such agreements
among member-states of the Americas have been prevented, chiefly, by the British Empire’s dominant position among the trans-Atlantic community. There can
not be any alien imperialist intrusion among the members. In other words, the individual partners must not be
subject to a monetarist tyranny of economic relations
among those nations which intended themselves to be
sovereign, such as the virtually globalist British imperial tyranny which presently dominates the planet as a
whole, or nearly so.
The model for medieval and modern imperial tyrannies have been, chiefly, the ancient Roman and modern
Dutch-British Empires, otherwise to be known as the
modern Brutish empires echoing the tyranny of the Satanic Zeus. These are the forces of evil which dominate,
among other governments, the imperialist politicaleconomic systems which dominate all of the Americas
presently, including that of the USA.
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Economics

The typical modality employed for imperialist operations is based essentially on what are to be recognized as monetarist systems, under an arrangement in
which monetary authority reduces economies of nations to puppets of monetarist imperialisms.
For example: The process of corruption which has
led, repeatedly, to the foreign subjugation of the U.S.
economy began with the follies of U.S. Presidents such
as Presidents John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and
James Madison. That corruption of our USA Federal
Constitution, had been turned back under reforms introduced by Presidents Monroe and John Quincy Adams.
The subversion of the U.S. Federal Constitution, has
been customarily established, repeatedly through the
hoax named “states rights.”
In fact, the origins of chronic returns to the treasonous implications of U.S. submission to the states’ rights
cult in the Americas, began with the assassination of
U.S. Secretary of the U.S. Treasury, Alexander Hamilton, by the British professional assassin, Aaron Burr, a
Burr who was tolerated by the complicity in the “states
rights” practices which turned the United States itself,
repeatedly, into a British imperial puppet: up through
the present moment of this report. Just so, President
Abraham Lincoln was assassinated on behalf of the
British Empire, like President WIlliam Mckinley, who
was murdered for benefit of the treasonous Theodore
Roosevelt, and like both President John F. Kennedy and
his brother Robert, as with the similarly motivated, and
intended assassination-attack against President Ronald
Reagan.
The immediately evident evil of all monetarist
policy, is that it tends, inherently, to the international
reign of imperialist rule among even nominally sovereign nation-states. Those institutions which are nominally independent nation-states, including most apparently sovereign nations, are degraded into victims of
international monetarist systems. All imperialist systems of modern times are based on economic control
under the domination of foreign monetarist systems, for
the case of the United States presently, as under, chiefly,
British imperialist modes of monetarist imperialism, as
such as the case of the British puppet-system known as
the Wall Street which has been a British imperial “loan
shark” since the very beginning of its existence.
Most asssassinations of U.S. Presidents, and certain
others, inside the United States, have been motivated
by the relevant President’s threats to the British Empire’s puppets in the United States.
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